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요       약 

Over the last decades, deep neural networks have demonstrated significant success in various tasks. To 
address the special vision task, choosing a hot network as backbone to extract feature is a common way in both 
research and industry project. However, the choice of backbone usually requires the expert experience and affects 
the performance of the classification task. In this work, we propose a novel idea to support backbone decision-
making by exploring the feature attribution and weights distribution of hidden layers from various backbones. We 
first analyze the visualization of feature maps on different size object and different depth layers to observe learning 
ability. Then, we compared the variance of weights and feature in last three layers. Based on analysis of the feature 
and wights, we summarize the traits and commonalities of existing networks. 

 

1. Introduction 

Recently, dramatic advancements in deep neural networks 
have opened up new capabilities for computer vision in 
research and applications. To address a new real-world 
problem, developers or researchers widely build a network 
by combining a suitable backbone and corresponding head. 
However, each network architectures focus on a particular 
feature extraction capability. Researchers need constant trial 
and error to find the applicable backbone because the choice 
of backbone is over relay on the expert experience. In 
addition, most backbones provide serval types of different 
parameter magnitudes.  

 

(Figure 1) The solution of backbone analysis. 

In this paper, we apply the feature attribution and weight 
analysis on common networks to support backbone decision-
making. More specifically, the existing backbones are 
roughly partition into three branches based on the 
architecture design. From each branch, we choose two 
particular networks as sample for experiment. To study the 
fitness of backbone for different tasks, we first apply gradient 
camera [1] on different layer of the chosen backbone, which 

can visualize interested region of feature maps extracted 
from specified layer. The preliminary analysis can be 
obtained by intuitively observing the visualization results. 
Furthermore, we also compared learning capabilities at 
different depths of the network layer based on the weight 
distribution. For example, the features extracted by the 
convolutional layer with approximate weight distribution are 
similar. The whole solution of the proposed method as shown 
in Figure 1. Section 2 will introduce the chosen backbone 
and the visualized method. Section 3 is visualization result 
and analyses. 

 
2. The Chosen Network 

 

(Figure 2) Three directions of chosen backbones. 

From the development of CNN, the improvement of the 
architecture focuses on three directions: deepening the 
network (add more layers), expanding the network (add more 
branches in one layer), and add enhancement module such as 
attention mechanism. As shown in Figure 2, we chose two 
representative networks for each branch. The Vgg19[2] and 
ResNet50[3] are elected as candidate on behalf for deeper 
architecture. The former is classical convolution neural 
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network while the latter is the most widely used backbone. 
For the wider branch, inception-V3[4] and HRNet [5] are 
selected for the experiment. Inception include multiple 
convolutional kernel size in each block and HRNet can learn 
multiple resolutions information in each stage. Both of them 
enable the network to learn information from different 
regions in a block or stage. For the attention part, we chose 
Squeeze-and-Excitation module[6] and variant of Vision-in-
Transformer DeiT[7]. The following analyses only focus on 
these six backbones. 

 
3. Experiments 

In this section, we apply gradient camera and weight 
histogram on the chosen backbone. The test image is from 
ImageNet dataset. All test models are pre-trained on the 
ImageNet, which is provided by PyTorch Image Models 
library.  

 

(Figure 3) The visualization on different objects of 

the chosen backbones. 

First, we select different image on the condition that object 
size and background noise. As shown in Figure 3, the feature 
extracted from deeper backbone focus on the principal 
component of image. On the contrary, the wider backbones 
catch more information. Thus, the performance of wider 
backbone will be better than the deeper backbone the larger 
size object. However, the feature involves more information 
also brings more noise, especially image with complex 
background. The attention-based backbones are robust for 
complex background. But for small size object, the 
performance is worse than the deeper or wider backbone. 
Thus, the deeper architecture is more suitable for small size 
object while wider architecture is more suitable for larger 
size object. The attention module is effective against 
complex backgrounds but also sensitive to object size. 

Then, we compared the different depth of the chosen 
backbone to view the learning process. As shown in Figure 4, 
we chose shallow, middle and depth layer to obvious the 
feature variance. The deeper and backbone learning process 
is similar with the process of clustering, which from edge 
region to region of interest. The difference mainly is 
receptive field which described in corresponding paper. The 

attention module learning is more like screening of different 
regions. Thus, compared with others, it is harder to 
finetuning for backbones including attention module. 

 

(Figure 4) The visualization on different depth of the 

chosen backbones. 

 

(Figure 5) The weight histogram and visualization on 

the last three layers of Vgg. 

 

(Figure 6) The weight histogram and visualization on 

the last three layers of ResNet. 

Furthermore, we combine feature visualization and weight 
histogram to analyze the last three layers of backbone. It is 
helpful to reduce parameters issue in the real project. The 
weights histogram and corresponding visualization of the 
deeper backbone are shown in Figure 5 and 6. The variety of 
weight distribution and feature are not significantly in 
penultimate layers. Similarly, both weight distribution and 
feature are change more smaller in last three layers for the 
attention-based backbones, which shown in Figure 7 and 8. 
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Thus, the penultimate layer is a good choice when we need 
slim down the deeper or attention-based backbone. 

 
(Figure 7) The weight histogram and visualization on 

the last three layers of SENet. 

 

(Figure 8) The weight histogram and visualization on 

the last three layers of DeiT. 

 
(Figure 9) The weight histogram and visualization on 

the last three layers of HRNet. 

For the wider backbone, there are different situation. In the 
HRNet, each stage contains different branches, and the final 
feature of this stage is fused by these branches. As shown in 
Figure 9, the difference between different stages is large, and 
the feature of different branch in one stage is completely 
different. In the Inception network, each block includes 
different convolution kernel size. As shown in Figure 10, the 
variety of weight distribution is larger for last three layers. 
However, the variety of feature is strange. The features are 
similar for the small size object while are different for the 
large size object. Thus, the network parameters cannot be 
reduced by simply cutting the number of network layers for 
wider backbones. 

 

(Figure 10) The weight histogram and visualization on 

the last three layers of Inception. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper summarized the traits of various backbones 
based on feature visualization technology and weight 
distribution. Based on our backbone class, the deeper 
architecture backbones are more suitable for small size object 
while wider architecture and attention-based backbones are 
suitable for large size object. To slim the backbone, deeper 
architecture and attention-based backbone can simply reduce 
the number of layers while wider architecture backbones 
need more complex process. 
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